
AJNA RESIN INCENSE 
FACT SHEET 



AJNA (THIRD EYE)  CHAKRA RESIN INCENSE 
CONCENTRATION AND INTUITION 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: This resin is a special 
combination of natural ingredients that are blessed with 
sacred mantras. Burning this resin stimulates and 
awakens the chakra located between the eyebrows.  
 
PRODUCT NAME: The Ajna Chakra is one of seven 
energetic centers in the body. It is the chakra located 
between the eyebrows, closely associated with 
concentration, intuition and the mind.  
 
PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES: This exotic resin incense is 
Certified Vegan and made in accordance to ancient 
shamanic wisdom. It is blended and infused with 
prayers and special mantras in order to open and 
stimulate the seven main energetic centers (chakras) 
located in our astral bodies. Its authentic aroma is so 
powerful that a 1/2 teaspoon of resin on a small piece 
of charcoal fills a room.  This fragrance is aesthetically 
pleasing while fulfilling an intention to awaken one’s 
natural intuition and ability to concentrate.  
 
WHY CUSTOMERS LOVE IT: This is an exotic blend of 
natural resins, aromatic herbs, spices and pure oils 
combined in accordance to ancient shamanic wisdom. 
It has been blessed with mantras to create an opening 
toward concentration and intuition on the emotional 
and spiritual levels.  

UPC: 8-09581-21414-7 
Length: 2.5” 
Width: 2.5” 
Height: 2.5” 
Weight: 0.25 lb 
Contains: 2.4 oz 
 

KEY FEATURES:  
• Just a ½ teaspoon of resin burned on charcoal 
fills space with aroma and intention. 
• Handmade according to shamanic tradition 
• Manufactured in New York, USA. 
• Green: Prabhuji’s Gifts is a Green America 
Gold Certified business, and uses recycled and 
reused packaging products for shipping 
materials.  
• Charitable cause. 
 
INGREDIENTS: Frankincense, Copal, Myrrh, 
Rosemary, Lavender, Sugar, Clove, Sandalwood 
Powder, Rose Petals, Earth Pigment, Jasmine 
Essential Oil. 
 
AROMA: Earthy with a hint of floral jasmine. 
 
INTENTION: Burn this incense to facilitate the 
opening of the Ajna Chakra, the sixth energetic 
center that, when functioning properly, awakens 
one’s natural intuition and ability to 
concentrate. This chakra brings us in touch with 
the mind. 

CHAKRA RESIN INCENSE - 2.4 OZ SKU: 214-14 / 1.2 OZ SKU: 214-27 

 
 
 UPC: 8-09581-21427-7 
 Length: 3” 
 Width: 5” 
 Height: 1” 
 Weight: 0.08 lb 
 Contains: 1.2 oz 

2.4 OZ JAR 

      1.2 OZ BAG 



HOW TO BURN RESIN INCENSE 

    What you need:  
 
 Fireproof bowl made of metal,       

ceramic, or stone. 
 Charcoal tablets. 
 Lighter or matches. 
 Resin incense. 

Take one charcoal  tablet.  
Light the edge of the charcoal tablet until you 
see sparks. 
 

Carefully place the charcoal in the  incense 
burner. Let it burn for 1 or 2 minutes.  

Take a half teaspoon of resin incense and 
place it  on top of the charcoal. 
Place the bowl in a safe area far from the 
reach of children, pets, or flammable  
materials. 



For sales, information, and customer service, please contact: Prabhuji's Gifts  
858 Route 212  Saugerties,  NY, 12477,  USA: 1-866-202-9357   Fax: 1-888-821-1566    
Email: sales@prabhujisgifts.com Website: www.prabhujisgifts.com 

LINE DESCRIPTION: We carry three Resin Incense Lines: Purpose, Chakra, and Basic. The Purpose Line has six 
fragrances. Each blend is designed for a specific and positive purpose: to create passion, clear negativity, attract 
wealth, peace, happiness and health. The Chakra Line has seven fragrances. Continued use of these specially 
designed blends helps strengthen qualities related to each chakra, such as serenity, creativity, self-confidence, 
sensitivity, wisdom, concentration and enlightenment. Our Basic Line offers three tree resins that have been used in 
mystical and spiritual ceremonies for thousands of years, in their pure dried forms. These pure resins can be burned 
on their own or mixed with other aromatic herbs to create your own blend. This line’s only blend, the 
Ramakrishnananda Blend, contains all three resins as well as herbs and fragrant oils, ideal to be burned on its own 
or used as a base for your own blended creation. 
 
PACKAGING: We offer two sizes: 1.2 oz bags and 2.4 oz jars. Bags: Clear plastic pouch stapled to a colorful label 
made of 100% recycled cardboard, features Indian art. Designed to hang from a rack. Jars: Clear recyclable 
containers, comfortable screw-top lid. Colorful and appealing art work of Indian origin portrays an elegant and 
ethnic image, and displays the location of the chakra, its ancient Sanskrit symbol and the color of its correlating 
element. The fragrance remains contained in the jar, keeping its aroma fresh without influencing other nearby 
items. 
 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS: The resins are derived naturally from trees. We mix them by hand in the USA with 
other natural fragrances. Each blend is then infused with mantras to increase its spiritual and energetic power, in 
accordance to the ancient shamanic tradition.  
 
CERTIFICATIONS:  
• Certified Vegan 
• Gold-level Green America Certified Business 
• Better Business Bureau (BBB) Accredited Business: rating A+ 
 
SUSTAINABILITY: Ingredients are hand-harvested and minimal waste is created in the blending and packaging 
processes. Our U.S. production facility and warehouse uses energy-efficient electricity and maintains the policy to 
save as much energy as possible by our environmentally conscious staff. Shipping materials are made from recycled 
and reused packaging products.  
 
CHARITABLE CAUSE: Prabhuji’s Gifts supports Bhaktivedanta Mission, a New York-based, nonprofit religious 
organization that is home to a spiritual community. The mission’s volunteers perform devotional service to others, a 
yogic spiritual practice, and the mission runs humanitarian projects including the Prabhuji Food Rescue Program, in 
which the organization feeds people in need in the USA, Dominican Republic, Colombia and India. By purchasing 
Prabhuji’s Gifts products, you help support these causes. 

       
 
   VARIOUS DISPLAY RACKS ARE AVAILABLE 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HERBAL RESIN INCENSE 
PURPOSE LINE RACK  
SKU: 100-02 

PURPOSE AND BASIC  
RESIN INCENSE RACK 
SKU: 100-11 

CHAKRA SERIES RESIN 
INCENSE JAR RACK  
SKU: 100-07 

CHAKRA SERIES RESIN 
INCENSE BAG RACK  
SKU: 100-08 


